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Abstract 
An increasing number of applications covered various fields generate trans-
actional data or other time-stamped data which all belongs to time series data. 
Time series data mining is a popular topic in the data mining field, it intro-
duces some challenges to improve accuracy and efficiency of algorithms for 
time series data. Time series data are dynamical, large-scale and high-
complexity, which makes it difficult to discover patterns among time series 
data with common methods suitable for static data.  

One of hierarchical-based clustering methods called BIRCH was proposed 
and employed for addressing the problems of large datasets. It minimizes the 
costs of I/O and time. A CF tree is generated during its working process and 
clusters are generated after four phases of the whole BIRCH procedure. A 
drawback of BIRCH is that it is not very scalable. This thesis is devoted to 
improve accuracy and efficiency of BIRCH algorithm. A sliding window 
BIRCH algorithm is implemented on the basis of BIRCH algorithm. 

At the end of thesis, the accuracy and efficiency of sliding window BIRCH 
are evaluated. A performance comparison among SW BIRCH, BIRCH and 
K-means are also presented with Silhouette Coefficient index and Calinski-
Harabaz Index. The preliminary results indicate that the SW BIRCH may 
achieve a better performance than BIRCH in some cases.  
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1 Introduction 
In recent decades, an increasing number of applications covered different 
fields (e.g. e-commerce, stock market, agricultural yield, sensor) generate 
web data, transactional data or other data that belongs to time-stamped data. 
Basically, time-stamped data are made up of any data that contains a time 
stamp. Specifically, time-stamped data is a type of time series data that asso-
ciates values with points in time.  

Time series data are large-scale, large-size, dynamical, high-dimensional and 
high-complexity, these characteristics make it difficult to deal with by using 
common data mining methods suitable for static data. Data are static if these 
data are not changeable with time or continually streaming, and static data 
are all fixed in size. Unlike static data, the values of time series data change 
with time. [1]  

Data mining, also referred to as knowledge discovery from data (KDD), is to 
extract unknown, implicit and potentially useful information from datasets. 
[2, 3] Or in other words, the main task of data mining is discovering the hid-
den patterns or data correlations in large datasets with different data mining 
methods. Researchers will analyse those patterns from different perspectives, 
for example the found patterns can be used to better understand data, improve 
past behaviours and predict future data accurately. [4] A data mining system 
may have large quantities of data, noise or missing data and complex data 
structure, so multiple data mining tools including classification, clustering, 
association and regression are needed in a data mining system. Each mining 
tool contains various algorithms. The procedure of data mining occurs in 
most of application fields like social science, engineering, business, finance, 
economy and biology. Data mining is highly required to help people do the 
event prediction and anomaly detection. Based on different characteristics of 
time series and requirements of data mining, time series data mining gained 
lots of focus from many researchers for the last decades.  

However, due to the special features of time series data, time series data min-
ing is remaining an opening and challenging issue in data mining area, this 
also leads to problems with very few algorithms that can analyse time series. 
Even though there are many kinds of data mining tools, when there are no 
labelled in dataset, clustering procedure is necessary which acts on identify-
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ing structure in unlabelled datasets. Clustering time series data can show ef-
fectiveness on providing useful and helpful information in various applica-
tion fields. [1]  

 

1.1 Motivation and problem statement 
So far many researchers have proposed clustering algorithms for handling 
time series data, from hierarchical clustering (e.g. Chameleon, BIRCH [5, 6]), 
partitioning-based clustering (e.g. K-means, k-Medoids [7, 8]), to density-
based clustering (e.g. DBSCAN [9]), grid-based clustering (e.g. STRING 
[10]).  

A hierarchical clustering algorithm can work by grouping time series data 
objects into a tree with clusters. BIRCH is one of hierarchical clustering al-
gorithms that is suitable for time series data mining since it can handle large 
datasets. It can minimize the memory and time required for I/O. BIRCH can 
dynamically cluster incoming univariate or multivariate time series data 
points. [6]  

Comparatively, one drawback of BIRCH is that it is not scalable. The data 
objects in BIRCH are inserted line by line and then each object would be 
stored as vectors. Sliding window, which is one of PLR approaches, can ex-
tract sub-sequences from time series sequence. This could be applied into 
BIRCH algorithm in order to clustering time series sub-sequences. Therefore, 
one research question in this project is that if the running results performance 
of sliding window BIRCH algorithm could be better than the existing BIRCH 
algorithm after adding sliding window on the basis of BIRCH algorithm.  

Additionally, the value of inside diameter of a leaf node as threshold is hard 
to make sure and establish before running BIRCH algorithm. Many papers 
(e.g. [11]) try to solve the problem of BIRCH algorithm in making threshold 
value. Different clustering results would be received with different values in 
a range of threshold values.  

 

1.2 Overall aim 
Based on the current problem statement, the general aim of this project is to 
implement a sliding window BIRCH algorithm on the basis of BIRCH algo-
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rithm and make a performance evaluation comparison among three different 
clustering algorithms. Comparing with BIRCH algorithm, the sliding window 
BIRCH algorithm would have higher efficiency and accuracy, and become 
more scalable. If the evaluation results show that efficiency is higher while 
accuracy is lower, then making a balance between efficiency and accuracy.  

Additionally, sliding window BIRCH should process time series datasets and 
satisfy the requirements of time series data mining. To summarize above, this 
project aims to carry out a hierarchical clustering algorithm which is sliding 
window BIRCH with better efficiency and accuracy than BIRCH and K-
means that in order to handling time series data. 

 

1.3 Research questions 
Considering the opening challenges of clustering time series data mining and 
the shortcomings of BIRCH algorithm. A list of research questions is pro-
posed as follows: 

If the performance evaluation be improved after applying a PLR method into 
clustering time series procedure? 

How to improve the efficiency and accuracy of BIRCH algorithm? 

 

1.4 Methodology 
This study would be carried out through several steps. It starts with literature 
study in order to be familiar with the basic knowledge and related work with 
clustering time series data mining as well as other extended BIRCH algo-
rithms. Then the open issues in current time series time data mining would be 
identified. Some research questions can be proposed. The main aim of this 
study can be established. Thus, as discussed before, this project mainly aims 
at implementing a sliding window BIRCH algorithm on the basis of BIRCH 
algorithm for handling time series datasets and evaluating the results perfor-
mance of this new algorithm by comparing with other clustering algorithms 
from different aspects. Then, three concrete studies would be designed to 
achieve the aim.  
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Firstly, data preprocessing or data preparation including data understanding, 
data cleaning and data normalizing. Data cleaning is to remove missing val-
ues or incomplete data. Data normalizing can let data be ranged from 0 to 1 
which is helpful for further work.  

Secondly, accomplishing the implementation of sliding window BIRCH al-
gorithm. The sliding window BIRCH algorithm would be implemented from 
phase 1 to phase 4 which is same as in BIRCH algorithm but adding a sliding 
window which is used for extracting sub-sequences as time series data ob-
jects from time series sequence. 

Thirdly, algorithm evaluation that evaluating sliding window BIRCH algo-
rithm by comparing it with BIRCH and K-means. The comparison attributes 
would contain execution time and cluster quality.  

As a last step, a conclusion including advantages and disadvantages of the 
sliding window BIRCH algorithm would be pointed out. The future work for 
any improvement would be presented as well.  

 

1.5 Scope 
The study has its focus on time series data mining, finding an effective solu-
tion of time series clustering then improving BIRCH algorithm’s perfor-
mance by adding a sliding window. Comparisons among different clustering 
algorithms as performance evaluations of clustering algorithm would also be 
covered in order to show the validity indices of sliding window BIRCH.  

 

1.6 Outline 
The structure of this thesis report is organized as follows: chapter 1 introduc-
es the background and research motivation and give a brief introduction of 
overall aim, scope and concrete goals. Chapter 2 describes the concept of 
time series data mining, common data mining tools, clustering time series, 
BIRCH algorithm, and related work to improved BIRCH algorithms. Chapter 
3 introduces methodology used in this study, including the research steps, 
challenges and how to deal with those challenges. Data preprocessing and 
implementation of sliding window BIRCH algorithm is carried out in chapter 
4. Then the results and performance evaluations of sliding window BIRCH 
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are in the chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6 claims the conclusions of this work, 
ethics consideration and future work are mentioned on the basis of this study.  
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2 Literature study 
Data mining has been a popular research for last several decades. The main 
task of data mining is discovering hidden patterns in large datasets. As attrib-
utes have different types, it is important to choose an appropriate mining 
method that can be used in data mining process. Many data types exist in 
current rich datasets, such as time series, graph, multi-media, test, image. 
Time series data will be highlighted in this work. 

Huge amounts of time series data are produced by applications in different 
fields over the last decade. In respect of data features, time series data has 
unique features like dynamically, continually and high-complexity.  

Mining all meaningful time series data is the purpose of time series data min-
ing. Considering that time series has distinctive features, time series data 
mining is remaining an open issue for researchers in data mining research 
area. [12] 

 

2.1 Time series data mining 
Time series is one of the data types in datasets which represents an ordered 
data sequence obtained from steaming data over time. Given a time series, 
the trend of data based on changeable value of each time instant can be ob-
served. A time series can thus be defined as a set of contiguous time instants. 
This series can not only be univariate, but also be multivariate like figure 1. 
Figure 1 represents multiple variables (a, b, c and d) time series within the 
same time range. [12, 13, 14]  

In the age of data, huge volumes of transactional data, web data and other 
time-stamped data are continuously generated as time series data. As time 
series data exists in current different fields, such as business economics (e.g. 
stock data), social science and engineering (e.g. sensor data), an increasing 
number of applications could be related to dynamic time series data.  
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Figure 1 Example of time series data [15] 

 

Dynamical, large-size, large-scale, high-dimensional and high-complexity are 
features that belong to time series data. Based on the requirements of mining 
time series data, time series data mining is one of the most challenging re-
search directions in the data mining area based on above features. There are 
lots of time series data: data representation, similarity measure, time series 
clustering, time series classifying, anomaly detection and prediction. Never-
theless, the fundamental problem of time series data mining is how to present 
the time series data.  [16, 17, 13] 

Data representation plays a key role as solution to ensure the efficiency and 
effective of a data mining method, simultaneously it is hard to find the 
boundaries. There are several high-level data representation approaches that 
have been proposed, for example Fourier transforms, Wavelets and Piecewise 
linear representation (PLR). Among above approaches, PLR (e.g. top-down, 
bottom-up, sliding window) is the most used representations. [18] 

Similarity measure which is also called distance measure is required during 
classifying and clustering. Once the similarity is defined, it is easy to calcu-
late the distance between two objects. For time series data mining, Euclidean 
distance, Manhattan distance, Dynamic time warping (DTW) and Minimum 
description length (MDL) are all frequently used distance measures. [17, 14]  
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Here the Euclidean distance is highlighted because Euclidean distance is a 
distance measure method and it is used in BIRCH algorithm. It can calculate 
the dissimilarity of two entries, if a = (a1, a2, a3, …, an) and b = (b1, b2, 
b3, …, bn), then the formula is 

Euclidean_Dist = [(a1-b1)2 + (a2-b2)2 + (a3-b3)2 +… + (an-bn)2]1/2 

Manhattan distance, also referred to as city block distance, is a form of ge-
ometry in which the usual distance function of metric is replaced by a new 
metric in which the distance between two points is the sum of the absolute 
differences of their coordinates. The formula is 

Manhattan_Dist = || a-b || = ∑i
n| ai-bi | 

where a = (a1, a2, a3, …, an) and b = (b1, b2, b3, …, bn), a and b are vectors.  

Dynamic time warping (DTW) can calculate an optimal match between two 
given time series data with certain restrictions. The time series are warped 
non-linearly in the time dimension.  

Minimum description length (MDL) is a formalization of Occam's razor in 
which the best hypothesis for a given set of time series data is the one that 
can lead to the best compression of the data.  

Time series clustering is that given a dataset of n time series data N = {N1, 
N2, N3, …, Nn}, the process of unsupervised learning partitioning method is 
group N original datasets into k groups M = {M1, M2, M3, …, Mk} based on 
the similarity measure. The k is therefore much smaller than n. Above groups 
M are clusters that generated by above clustering process. [19] Most of the 
clustering algorithms aim at processing static data, but in respect of time se-
ries data or streaming data, time series clustering is required to solve the min-
ing problems. 

Time series classifying is that given a dataset of unlabelled time series data, 
the process of semi-supervised learning method is to map each time series 
data to one of the pre-defined classes. [20] 

Anomaly detection which is also called outlier detection refers to the prob-
lem of finding patterns, items or events that do not confirm to expected be-
haviour. As mentioned before, anomalies are patterns which are not con-
firmed to the well-defined notion of normal behaviour in datasets. [21] 
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Prediction allows to predict outcomes by using supervised, semi-supervised 
or unsupervised learning method. Thus, the trend and behaviour patterns can 
be predicted.  

 

2.2 Piecewise linear representation 
Sliding window 

Given a set of time series data T which has length m, a subsequence length 
which is defined with w and a matrix of S, which is composited by all possi-
ble sub-sequences S = {S1, S2, S3, …, Sn}, is then built by sliding a window 
with length w across time series T and generating a sub-sequence Si. [22] 
Figure 2 shows an example of sliding window over time series data.  

 

 

Figure 2 Example of SW over TS data 

 

Sliding window is one of the piecewise linear representation (PLR) methods. 
Most time series segmentation algorithms can be categorized as follows: top-
down, bottom-up and sliding window. [18] Since time series has infinite 
length (extremely long) in most cases, segmentation method is required to 
segment an input time series and then get several sub-sequences that each 
with finite length. Based on that, the hidden patterns and underlying proper-
ties of original time series data could be revealed. 
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Figure 3 The generic sliding window algorithm [18] 

 

Top-down 

Algorithms using top-down approach consider every possible partitioning of 
the dataset and split it when breaking down. [18] It starts with the root node 
and then breaks down into child nodes or smaller segments. This top-down 
approach runs from complex to simple. 

  

 

Figure 4 The generic top-down algorithm [18] 

 

Bottom-up 
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In contrast, bottom-up algorithm merges two segments or two sub-systems 
together to give rise to more complex systems. [18] It starts from specific 
system.  

 

 

Figure 5 The generic bottom-up algorithm [18] 

 

2.3 Clustering techniques 
Clustering is one of data mining techniques that can group different data ob-
jects into several clusters based on similarity. The data objects with high sim-
ilarity are grouped into one cluster and data objects with high dissimilarity 
are in the different clusters. The knowledge of groups’ definitions is not 
needed in advance. [23] Clustering is an unsupervised learning of a hidden 
data concept and a common data mining technique for statistical data analysis 
used in many fields including data mining, machine learning, pattern recogni-
tion and image analysis.  

Most of the clustering algorithms can be six categories (figure 6): partition-
ing-based clustering, hierarchical-based clustering, grid-based clustering, 
model-based clustering, density-based clustering and multi-step clustering. 
[23]  
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Figure 6 Clustering algorithms categories [23] 

 

Partitioning-based clustering method first creates an initial set of k parti-
tions and then uses iterative relocation approach to make k groups from n 
unlabelled objects by moving objects from one group to another. The most 
commonly used algorithms of partitioning-based clustering are K-means, K-
medoids and Fuzzy C-means. [23]  

Hierarchical-based clustering method makes a hierarchical structure of 
clusters and sub-clusters using agglomerative or divisive algorithms. Ag-
glomerative algorithm considers each item of data as a cluster and then grad-
ually merges the clusters which is a bottom-up approach. While divisive al-
gorithm starts with all objects as a single cluster and then splits the cluster to 
reach the clusters with one object. Such a divisive algorithm is also called 
top-down approach. [23] There are many hierarchical-based clustering meth-
ods, such as BIRCH (will be talked about in the next section) which is a clas-
sical hierarchical-based clustering algorithm that enhances the merge ap-
proach and refines the constructed clusters.  

Grid-based clustering method quantizes the space into numbers of cells 
that form a grid. Then it performs clustering on the grid’s cells. [23] 

Model-based clustering method assumes a model for each cluster and then 
finds the best fit model of each cluster. This method usually recovers the 
model by clustering a set of data. [23] 

Density-based clustering method is that clusters are subspaces of dense 
objects separated by subspaces in which objects have low density. [23] 

Multi-step clustering method is produced to improve the quality of repre-
sentation approaches, enhance the clustering algorithms and present new 
models. The multi-step clustering method operates in several steps. [23] 
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For time series clustering techniques, they can be divided into several groups 
with different clustering approaches depending on whether they work with 
raw data, features extracted from the raw data or with models built from the 
raw data. [24] (see figure 7)  

Raw data based approaches is to directly deal with the raw data (time se-
ries data) but with more suitable distance measures that are different with the 
distance measure for handling static data. Methods that deal with raw time 
series data, in the frequency or time domain, belong to raw data based ap-
proaches.  [24] 

Feature based approaches is to transform the time series data sub-
sequences extracted by feature extraction into static data, and then deal with 
the static data with classic clustering algorithm for static data. Usually be-
cause raw data are noisy which is difficult to process. Different with raw data 
based approaches, it works in high-dimensional space, especially for data 
collected at first sampling rates. The number of feature dimensions received 
by feature extraction can be reduced by other feature selection approaches. 
[24] 

Model based approaches is that considering each time series data is re-
ceived by some kinds of model and every time series is similar. This type of 
approach is domain-dependent.  
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Figure 7 Clustering time series categories [24] 

 

2.4 BIRCH algorithm 
Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH) 
[25] is a classical hierarchical-based clustering algorithm. During its working 
process, it continually takes a set of multi-dimensional data points as inserted 
data objects and generates a clustering feature (CF) tree. This CF tree is one 
of the major components of BIRCH algorithm which indicates the position of 
each inserted data object and vein structure as shown in figure 8. CF is stored 
as a vector that contains three values: (N, LS, SS), of which N means the 
amount of data objects it encloses, LS means that linear sum of data objects 
and SS means the square sum of data objects. It has been proven by Zhang 
et.al that this CF vector is easily used to calculate Euclidean distance or other 
distances between different entries in BIRCH algorithm. [25]  
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Figure 8 BIRCH CF tree structure [25] 

 

Some parameters play key roles in BIRCH, like the inside diameter of a leaf 
node (T) or how many nodes a non-leaf node can have (B). By using parame-
ters, the structure of tree can be controlled.  

In general, BIRCH algorithm has four phases to do the whole clustering.  

Phase one is scanning the original data set, inserting each data object and 
establishing a CF tree which is limited by available memory and time con-
straints. When it is inserting a data object, firstly, it recurs down from the 
root node and find the appropriate leaf node; secondly, if the closest leaf 
node could absorb the data object, a new CF entry or leaf node will be pro-
duced and if there is no room for this new entry to be established, the parent 
node will be split; thirdly, this operation will be updated on the path back to 
root node. [25]  

Phase two can rebuild the CF tree several times which will generate a small-
er tree later. To be concrete, the leaf entries in the initial CF tree will be 
scanned and a smaller CF tree will be rebuilt by clustering crowded sub-
clusters into a larger one and removing outliers. After this rebuilding, a larger 
threshold T would be generated. This phase is optional. [25]  
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Phase three, global or semi-global clustering algorithm would be used to 
cluster all the leaf entries. Also, the existing clustering algorithms for a set of 
data points can be readily adapted to work with a set of sub-clusters, each 
described by its CF vector. After phase 3, we can get a set of clusters that 
capture the patterns in the data. [25]  

Phase four can do the cluster refining and produce better clusters by using 
the centroids of the clusters produced by phase 3 as seeds and redistributing 
the data points to its closest seed to obtain a set of new clusters. This phase is 
also optional. [25]  

After above four phases, a CF tree can be printed and the sub-clusters can be 
clearly received as child nodes in the CF tree.  

 

2.5 Evaluations of clustering algorithms 
As mentioned in the 2.3, there are many clustering methods including K-
means, hierarchical clustering (HC), PAM. Yet there is no comprehensive 
evaluation study to evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of above methods. 
[26] 

Evaluating clustering algorithms is an important step to determine an optimal 
clustering solution or cluster structure for the given dataset. This step is al-
ways operated after getting clustering results. It has an important effort that 
selecting the best one from all candidate clustering algorithms or making a 
performance comparison among different clustering algorithms. The choice 
of suitable evaluation measures for evaluating clustering algorithms depends 
on the clustering objects and clustering tasks. However, there are no absolute 
schemes with which to evaluate clustering algorithms. [27, 28] 

External indices (e.g. adjusted Rand index, Fowlkes-Mallows (FM) index) 
and internal indices (e.g. Weighted inter-intra index, Silhouette Coefficient, 
Calinski-Harabax index) are two validity indices as evaluation solutions. In 
respect of external indices, the clustering results are evaluated according to a 
known cluster structure of cluster labels in a dataset. In respect of internal 
indices, the inherent quantities and features in the dataset are used to evaluate 
the clustering results. [27, 29] In respect of relative indices, the best cluster-
ing scheme of a set of defined schemes is chosen based on a pre-specified 
criterion.  [29] In most cases, unsupervised learning works with unlabeled 
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data while supervised learning works with labelled data. The internal indices 
would thus be needed if there are no labelled data.  

Evaluation metrics for clustering algorithms mainly aim at three categories: 
algorithm performance, cluster quality/the number of clusters, running time 
and memory usage. [14, 30]  

Algorithm performance is usually evaluated by measurements as following 
aspects. The first one is test environment and datasets. Different data mining 
tools have different test environment which may affect the mining perfor-
mance. Also, the use of various datasets may affect the mining performance. 
The features of data depend on the datasets. The second one is scalability test. 
The algorithm performance can be evaluated by testing the scalability and 
checking the relationship between scalability and other criteria (e.g. running 
time). [14] 

Cluster quality/the number of clusters can be evaluated by validity indices. 
As introduced before, there are two categories of validity indices and each 
includes a list of specific methods. The choice of evaluation metrics depends 
on the clustering algorithm. [14, 30] 

Running time and memory usage can also be used to get the time and 
memory consumed. Different algorithms can thus be compared with respect 
the running time and memory usage. Furthermore, the relationship between 
running time and other thresholds in the algorithm is easily presented. [14] 

Above three aspects are most common evaluation metrics for evaluating an 
algorithm’s performance.  

 

2.6 Improved BIRCH algorithms overview 
Although BIRCH algorithm is a hierarchical-based clustering algorithm suit-
able for clustering large datasets and it can minimize the memory and time, it 
has a few drawbacks. Some improved BIRCH algorithms aiming at dealing 
with those shortcomings that are proposed by other researchers would be 
talked about in the following. 

A parallel version of BIRCH algorithm was proposed by Garg et al. in [31]. 
They proposed a scalable parallel clustering algorithm called PBIRCH for 
incremental data with the objective of enhancing the scalability without com-
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promising on the quality of clustering. The incoming data is distributed in a 
cyclic manner to balance the load among processors. They implemented this 
optimized BIRCH algorithm on a message passing share-nothing model. In 
the conclusion part, the experiments showed that for very large data sets, the 
algorithm scales nearly linearly with the incoming number of clusters. Also, 
they compared the clusters obtained by PBIRCH to those obtained using 
BIRCH.  

Prasad et al. in paper [32] introduced a privacy preserving BIRCH algorithm 
for clustering over vertically partitioned databased. One drawback of BIRCH 
algorithm the authors mentioned in paper is that it is basically designed as an 
algorithm for a single database. Thus, they proposed the first novel method 
for running BIRCH over vertically partitioned data sets, distributed in two 
different databases in a privacy preserving manner. In the conclusion part, 
they claimed that in entire new BIRCH algorithm clustering the database is 
scanned at most two times which has less I/O.  

Du et al. proposed an improved BIRCH clustering algorithm and application 
in paper [33]. This improved BIRCH algorithm is used to resolving the prob-
lem of threshold value. Before that, they have discussed a algorithm of a kind 
of cluster optimizing BIRCH cluster's algorithm. The D-BIRCH can change 
threshold value in real time, operate the data and carry on better analysis of 
cluster to the big unit of electricity generation. 

There is another proposed research called improved BIRCH clustering algo-
rithm [34]. They also wanted to set the initial threshold value and found out 
how to increase the threshold value in the second stage of BIRCH. Thus, they 
changed CF structure and used a heuristic method. At last, the research 
showed that this improved algorithm has a better performance than original 
BIRCH algorithm. 

Kovács et al. In paper [35] said that pre-clustering is a good method for data 
reduction facing with large datasets. An extended BIRCH per-clustering al-
gorithm with optimized key parameters (e.g. threshold, branching factor) has 
been presented. It proved that it can improve the overall efficiency of the 
clustering system.  

Even if an extended algorithm is implemented, it could not be ensured 
whether it is improved or not without performance evaluations. As talked, 
there are two kinds of validity indices including internal indices and external 
indices. Each index contains many specific approaches. Some related papers 
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mainly talking about the performance evaluations of clustering algorithms are 
reviewed in this project.  

In paper [28], a comparison among several cluster validity indices has been 
carried out based on five different real-life datasets. The validity indices are 
used to find the appropriate number of clusters. The authors presented validi-
ty index I, Dunn’s index and the Xie Beni index. 

In paper [30], which is a comparison of different procedures for determining 
the number of clusters (accuracy) in a dataset, they made some experiments 
to compare the performance of different validity indices.  And totally thirty 
validity indices have been mentioned in this work.  
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3 Proposed methodology 
Refer to the problem statement in the introduction, this project is about im-
plementing the sliding window BIRCH algorithm on the basis of BIRCH 
algorithm. Then this work would be carried out through following two steps.  

The first step is preparing data including data understanding and data normal-
ization, implementing window BIRCH algorithm and running this algorithm 
by inserting matrix as time series data object that are extracted by sliding 
window. The clustering results can be received for further work.  

The second step is that by using multiple validity indices as evaluation met-
rics to evaluate the results that received in the last step, then comparing the 
performance of window BIRCH algorithm with BIRCH algorithm and K-
means algorithm.  

Section 3.1 and 3.2 would be taken as two parts of the research to implement 
this project. 

 

3.1 Model implementation 
At the beginning of the data mining process, solving methods suitable for a 
list of tasks with which may meet during the research. In order to fulfil the 
requirements of different methods needed, reading papers and making re-
views of literature study with related work is necessary.  

To better mine data, data preprocessing including data understanding, data 
cleaning and data normalizing is required. In general, data cleaning may con-
tain detecting missing values, correcting missing values, eliminate duplicated 
data and removing irregularities. Data normalization is used to reduce the 
redundancy of original data. The key point of time series data mining is to 
find hidden patterns or do the anomaly detection in large dataset. So data are 
dispensable. Moreover, high accuracy of algorithm results depends not only 
on the algorithm, but also on the parameters setting. In this project, after data 
cleaning and data normalizing, the threshold value as an input parameter of 
BIRCH clustering algorithms would be easily set from 0 to 1.  
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In order to fulfil the requirement of time series data mining, a sliding window 
model is designed and implemented to be added into BIRCH algorithm. It is 
used to extract matrix from multivariate time series and then this matrix 
would be inserted into CF tree as time series data object. In other words, sev-
eral time series sub-sequences are generated to do BIRCH clustering. More 
concrete details of how to implement this sliding window model would be 
illustrated in the next chapter. 

Similarity measure is an important part for clustering among data mining 
methods. In the BIRCH clustering algorithm, Euclidean measure is employed. 
To measure the similarity between different time series data objects and 
based on the sliding window model, the parameter used in Euclidean measure 
is modified from vector to matrix.  

 

3.2 Evaluation metrics 
Based on the results of previous step, the BIRCH algorithm with sliding win-
dow is designed and implemented. The evaluation methods would be carried 
out in the following.  

Evaluation of clustering result is referred to as clustering validation. After 
getting results of algorithm, we need to evaluate the performance. To fulfil 
the requirement of clustering evaluation, running time and accuracy are cho-
sen as two evaluation metrics in this project. The efficiency of algorithm can 
be checked by running time. The accuracy of algorithm can be checked by 
validity indices.  

When it comes to evaluate accuracy, there are two categories: external indi-
ces and internal indices. In the BIRCH algorithm with sliding window, it is 
difficult to know the ground truth classes. According to the features of da-
tasets used in this work, there are no labeled data. Thus, to satisfy that re-
quirements, internal indices are employed in the evaluation part.  

In order to do the clustering evaluation, several internal indices are applied in 
this project. Silhouette Coefficient is applied as the first metrics, assuming 
that a is the mean distance between a sample and all other points in the same 
class, b is the mean distance between a sample and all other points in the next 
nearest cluster, then the Silhouette Coefficient is given by  
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s = (b-a) / max (a, b). 

If s value is higher, then the accuracy performance of clustering would be 
better. 

The second metrics is Calinski-Harabaz index. Assuming that k is the num-
ber of clusters, N is the number of points in dataset, Bk is the between cluster 
group dispersion matrix and Wk is the within-cluster dispersion matrix, then 
the Calinski-Harabaz is defined by 

s(k) = (Tr(Bk) / Tr(Wk) * (N-k)/(k-1). 

A higher s value, a better clustering accuracy. 

Generally, in order to evaluate this work, the last step of completing this 
work is to present performance comparisons among window BIRCH, BIRCH 
and K-means. 
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4 Implementation 
The main task of this study is to establish a clustering time series system 
which can process univariate time series data and multivariate time series 
data, thus a sliding window BIRCH clustering algorithm is implemented and 
the performance of this algorithm is evaluated. Figure 9 illustrates a general 
structure of this project, from start, data preprocessing including data clean-
ing and data normalizing, to sliding window BIRCH implementation includ-
ing sliding window and BIRCH clustering algorithm, comparisons and eval-
uations. More concrete details of designing and implementing of each part 
would be described below.  

 

 

Figure 9 A general structure of this study 
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The implementation of this project is accomplished with Python v2.7.  

 

4.1 Description of datasets 
Due to the requirement of time series data mining, the datasets used for test-
ing and evaluating in this study are all multivariate time series data, like fig-
ure 10 shows a part of KL20 dataset.  

 

 

Figure 10 Multivariate time series data 

 

Time series data are changeable with time, in figure 10, the time interval be-
tween two entries is one minute. The sensors’ data are dynamically changed 
every minute. The number of attributes could be two, three and above. Usual-
ly, time series data have large size and large scale. The time series datasets 
used in this study may have over thousand lines and over hundred attributes.  

 

4.2 Data preprocessing 
If there are much irrelevant or useless data in datasets, the working procedure 
of time series data mining would become more difficult. Irrelevant data may 
include missing values, improper values. A preparation for data to make data 
more clear or tidy is necessary. Thus, data preprocessing, which is an im-
portant step in the data mining process, can have a significant impact on per-
formance of an unsupervised or supervised algorithm. [36]  
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Figure 11 Example of irrelevant data in datasets 

 

Data cleaning, data normalization, transformation, feature extraction and 
selection are usually included in data preprocessing. In this study, the data 
preprocessing step, including data cleaning and data normalization, is applied 
before achieving the core algorithm.  

Firstly, data cleaning is used to remove missing values, incomplete data and 
improper data, for example, we modify the values which are missing and 
improper data in red cell (figure 11).  

Secondly, there may be a large difference between the maximum value and 
minimum value in a real dataset, for example, 0.01 and 1000. The value 
range is needed to be scaled down. There are two most common methods are 
referred to as min-max normalization and z-score normalization. Due to the 
requirement that setting threshold value as input data in sliding window 
BIRCH algorithm, min-max normalization is applied in this project in order 
to transform all data in a dataset to a specific range that normalizing data on a 
scale of 0 to 1. Below is the min-max normalization formula 

 

where xi = (x1, ..., xn) is the ith original data and zi = (z1, ..., zn) is the ith nor-
malized data. Figure 12 shows an example of data after min-max normalizing. 
It can be seen from the figure that normalized data are all in range 0 to 1.  
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Figure 12 Example of data after normalizing 

 

Now, this normalized data could be used.  

 

4.3 Sliding window model 
As mentioned in chapter 2, sliding window, which is a Piecewise Linear Rep-
resentation (PLR) method, can be used to segment long time series data se-
quence. Time series sub-sequences extracted by sliding window from time 
series would be analysed by clustering or classification algorithms. It can be 
applied not only in univariate time series data, but also in multivariate time 
series data as figure 13 shows.  

Figure 13 presents sliding window over KL20 dataset. One colourful line 
represents a sub-sequence of one attribute in a time series dataset. After an 
interval of time that is same as the width of sliding window, the x-axis 
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(stands for time) would be changed to next time interval, this means that the 
sliding window would be moved to next time interval.  

 

 

Figure 13 A sliding window over multivariate time series data 

 

Below is a part of sliding window programming. 

if counter%show_lim == 0: 

        #show only the current window 

        ax1=plt.axis([time[counter], time[counter+show_lim], y_min, y_max]) 

There are two parameters that play key roles, counter and show_lim. In every 
loop, counter is added by one. If counter is divided by show_lim and the re-
mainder is 0, the x-axis value will be refreshed from time[counter] to 
time[counter+show_lim]. The time variable is declared as an array.  
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4.4 Sliding window BIRCH 
The input data in BIRCH clustering algorithm is an entry in datasets. It can 
deal with univariate (one attribute) or multivariate (several attributes) data. If 
a sliding window is added in the clustering procedure, the input data object 
then could be either a vector or a matrix (figure 14) which depends on the 
width of sliding window. The sliding window BIRCH algorithm could have 
results which are more accurate and efficient than those in BIRCH algorithm.  

 

 

Figure 14 Different sizes of sliding window 

 

4.4.1 Sliding window 
A slidingWindowSize variable that can set the width of sliding window is 
added in the programming. The data type of inserted data object would thus 
be changed to matrix. The length of matrix would be based on slidingWin-
dowSize variable, and the width of matrix would be based on how many at-
tributes of dataset.  

4.4.2 Distance measure 
Similarity measure is an essential part in a clustering procedure. In BIRCH 
algorithm, Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance can both be used to 
measure the inter or intra distance between two clusters. Euclidean distance 
is calculated by  

Euclidean distance = [(x1-y1)2 + (x2-y2)2 + (x3-y3)2 +… + (xn-yn)2]1/2 
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where x = (x1, x2, x3, …, xn) and y = (y1, y2, y3, …, yn) are member points. 
Below are the programming codes for calculating Euclidean distance. 

# Euclidean distance computation 

    def d0(self, e1, e2): 

        dist=0 

        #print "e1.sumX is %s" %e1.sumX 

        #print "e2.sumX is %s" %e2.sumX 

        for i in range(len(e1.sumX)): 

            for j in range(len(e1.sumX[0])):         

                diff=e1.sumX[i][j]/e1.n - e2.sumX[i][j]/e2.n 

                dist += diff*diff  

        if dist<0: 

            print "d0<0!!!"  

        return math.sqrt(dist) 

Additionally, Manhattan distance measure can also be used instead of Eu-
clidean distance in BIRCH algorithm, but Euclidean distance are set as de-
fault if the data are all quantitative. 

 

4.4.3 BIRCH based on sliding window 
As introduced in chapter 2, there are totally four phases. The first phase is 
scanning all data in dataset and build an initial CF tree using the limited 
memory. Additionally, the sub-clusters with crowded data points are set as 
find sub-clusters and the sparse data points are set as outliers. The task of the 
second phase is to build a smaller CF tree by scanning the leaf entries in the 
initial CF tree and then rebuilding a smaller tree. The outliers would be re-
moved and crowded sub-clusters would be grouped into larger ones. The 
third phase is to cluster all leaf entries in CF tree by using a global or semi-
global algorithm. And the last phase is to redistribute the data points pro-
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duced by phase 3 to its closest seed to obtain a set of new clusters. Figure 15 
shows a BIRCH procedure overview. 

 

 

Figure 15 BIRCH procedure overview 

 

Some parameters in this BIRCH algorithm are important as well. To be more 
specific, there is a maxNodeEntries variable that represents the maximum 
number of entries that a non-leaf node can have. The threshold variable rep-
resents the inside diameter of a leaf node.  The setMemoryLimit variable is 
used to set the given memory.  

Based on the requirement of this project, sliding window and updated Eu-
clidean distance measure are all adapted in the BIRCH algorithm. 

 

4.5 Summary 
To summarize above, this chapter gives a complete implementation part from 
data preprocessing to core algorithm implementation. Based on the general 
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structure of this time series clustering system as figure 9 presents, the whole 
implementation can be accomplished clearly. The first one is data prepro-
cessing, it also shows the reason why min-max normalization method is ap-
plied. The second one is sliding window part which is added to make BIRCH 
algorithm more scalable and try to improve accuracy and efficiency. The 
third one is BIRCH implementation based on sliding window model. Each 
part is explained step by step.  
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5 Results and evaluation 
This chapter is devoted to show the performance evaluation of sliding win-
dow BIRCH algorithm (SW BIRCH). It gives the results of various time se-
ries datasets running on SW BIRCH algorithm with respect to running time 
and number of clusters. Moreover, the accuracy and efficiency of SW 
BIRCH comparing with BIRCH and K-means would be presented.  

The experiments in the following sections that have been taken for the evalu-
ation part, KL20 dataset and several other datasets from UCR collection [37] 
are tested. Different dataset has different number of attributes and lines.  

5.1 Results of sliding window BIRCH 
In this section, a dataset called KL20 from company is used for testing the 
fundamental performance of SW BIRCH. Before testing, KL20 dataset has 
been normalized by min-max normalization. Below are table attributes in the 
experiments: 

Algorithm: the name of algorithm. 

SW size: the width of sliding window. 

B: the maximum number of children of a non-leaf node. 

Threshold: the diameter of a sub-cluster. 

Datasets: the datasets used for testing.  

Running time: the total execution time. 

Number of clusters: how many clusters it generates. 

The data in the following tables present the basic performance of SW BIRCH 
algorithm running on the KL20 dataset with 1440 lines and 4 attributes. B 
and threshold are set to different values.  

Firstly, table 1 to table 4 show the results with different SW size based on 
different threshold (0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6) respectively.  
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Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 100	 0.05	 KL20	 2.843s	 372	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.05	 KL20	 4.386s	 506	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 100	 0.05	 KL20	 5.753s	 351	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 100	 0.05	 KL20	 4.210s	 180	

SW	BIRCH	 10	 100	 0.05	 KL20	 4.671s	 144	

 

Table 1 Results for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.05) with different SW 
size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 16 Results of running time for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.05) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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Figure 17 Results of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=100, 
threshold=0.05) with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Table 1 shows the performance under the situation that threshold is set to 
0.05. As SW size increases, the results are getting more and more overfitting 
according to a large number of clusters.  

 

Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 1.579s	 102	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 2.032s	 213	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 2.985s	 272	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 4.756s	 177	

SW	BIRCH	 10	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 3.892s	 141	
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Table 2 Results for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.1) with different SW size 
on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 18 Result of running time for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.1) with 
different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

 

Figure 19 Result of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.1) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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Table 2 shows the performance under the situation that threshold is set to 0.1. 
If the SW size is relatively small, the results are better than in table 1. 
However, if the SW size is larger than 4, the results are still overfitting.  

 

Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 100	 0.3	 KL20	 0.420s	 13	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.3	 KL20	 0.437s	 21	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 100	 0.3	 KL20	 0.616s	 44	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 100	 0.3	 KL20	 0.955s	 72	

SW	BIRCH	 10	 100	 0.3	 KL20	 1.122s	 78	
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Table 3 Results for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.3) with different SW size 
on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 20 Results of running time for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.3) with 
different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

 

Figure 21 Results of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.3) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 100	 0.6	 KL20	 0.343s	 5	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.6	 KL20	 0.328s	 8	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 100	 0.6	 KL20	 0.281s	 14	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 100	 0.6	 KL20	 0.391s	 24	

SW	BIRCH	 10	 100	 0.6	 KL20	 0.510s	 27	

 

Table 4 Results for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.6) with different SW size 
on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 22 Results of running time for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.6) with 
different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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Figure 23 Results of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.6) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Above table 3 and table 4 show the performance with threshold is set to 0.3 
and 0.6 respectively. As threshold value increases, the number of clusters 
decreases.  

Secondly, table 5 to table 8 show results with different SW size based on 
different B values (50 to 300). 

 

Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 50	 0.1	 KL20	 1.160s	 116	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 50	 0.1	 KL20	 1.449s	 219	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 50	 0.1	 KL20	 3.029s	 274	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 50	 0.1	 KL20	 3.017s	 177	
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SW	BIRCH	 10	 50	 0.1	 KL20	 2.868s	 141	

 

Table 5 Results for SW BIRCH (B=50, threshold=0.1) with different SW size 
on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 24 Results of running time for SW BIRCH (B=50, threshold=0.1) with 
different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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Figure 25 Results of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=50, threshold=0.1) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 1.579s	 102	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 2.032s	 213	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 2.985s	 272	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 4.756s	 177	

SW	BIRCH	 10	 100	 0.1	 KL20	 3.892s	 141	
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Table 6 Results for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.1) with different SW size 
on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 26 Results of running time for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.1) with 
different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

 

Figure 27 Results of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=100, threshold=0.1) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 200	 0.1	 KL20	 1.485s	 101	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 200	 0.1	 KL20	 2.992s	 212	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 200	 0.1	 KL20	 4.225s	 272	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 200	 0.1	 KL20	 4.240s	 177	

SW	BIRCH	 10	 200	 0.1	 KL20	 3.422s	 141	

 

Table 7 Results for SW BIRCH (B=200, threshold=0.1) with different SW size 
on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 28 Results of running time for SW BIRCH (B=200, threshold=0.1) with 
different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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Figure 29 Results of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=200, threshold=0.1) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 1	 300	 0.1	 KL20	 1.516s	 101	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 300	 0.1	 KL20	 2.985s	 209	

SW	BIRCH	 4	 300	 0.1	 KL20	 5.142s	 272	

SW	BIRCH	 8	 300	 0.1	 KL20	 4.024s	 177	

SW	BIRCH	 10	 300	 0.1	 KL20	 3.219s	 141	
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Table 8 Results for SW BIRCH (B=300, threshold=0.1) with different SW size 
on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 

 

Figure 30 Results of running time for SW BIRCH (B=300, threshold=0.1) with 
different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 1 

 

 

Figure 31 Results of number of clusters for SW BIRCH (B=300, threshold=0.1) 
with different SW size on 1, 2, 4, 8, 10 
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From above four tables, we can see that with same threshold value in differ-
ent situations, when B increases, the number of clusters do not have any fluc-
tuations. The reason is that above B values are all relatively large with re-
spect to the number of lines and attributes of KL20 dataset. If B is small, 
more root splitting would be carried out. 

The results in the following table present sliding window BIRCH algorithm 
running on six other datasets (50words, Coffee, Beef, Computers, ECG200, 
FordA) with different number of lines and different number of attributes. The 
datasets are all normalized before testing.  

50words: 451 lines, 271 attributes.  

Coffee: 29 lines, 287 attributes.  

Beef: 31 lines, 471 attributes.  

Computers: 251 lines, 721 attributes. 

ECG200: 97 lines, 97 attributes. 

FordA: 1321 lines, 501 attributes. 

 

Algorithm	 SW	size	 B	 Threshold	 Datasets	 Running	
time	

Number	
of	
clusters	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 50	 0.05	 50words	 42s	 225	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 50	 0.3	 50words	 38.882s	 225	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 200	 0.05	 50words	 97.677s	 225	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 200	 0.3	 50words	 100.180s	 225	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 5	 0.05	 Coffee	 0.656s	 14	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 5	 0.3	 Coffee	 0.672s	 14	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 15	 0.05	 Coffee	 0.564s	 14	
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SW	BIRCH	 2	 15	 0.3	 Coffee	 0.582s	 14	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 5	 0.05	 Beef	 0.978s	 15	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 5	 0.3	 Beef	 0.875s	 15	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 15	 0.05	 Beef	 0.889s	 15	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 15	 0.3	 Beef	 0.934s	 15	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 30	 0.05	 Computers	 36.822s	 125	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 30	 0.3	 Computers	 38.040s	 125	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.05	 Computers	 78.215s	 125	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.3	 Computers	 44.527s	 125	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 10	 0.05	 ECG200	 1.110s	 50	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 10	 0.3	 ECG200	 1.105s	 50	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 50	 0.05	 ECG200	 1.524s	 50	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 50	 0.3	 ECG200	 1.130s	 50	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.05	 FordA	 462.386s	 660	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 100	 0.3	 FordA	 321.580s	 660	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 500	 0.05	 FordA	 1302.04s	 660	

SW	BIRCH	 2	 500	 0.3	 FordA	 1272.01s	 660	

 

Table 9 Results for SW BIRCH with other datasets (50words, Coffee, Beef, 
Computers, ECG200, FordA) 
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Table 9 shows the performance that SW BIRCH running on different datasets. 
For datasets, which have more lines, more running time would be needed on 
clustering data.  

 

5.2 Algorithm evaluations and comparisons 
In order to evaluate the performance of sliding window BIRCH algorithm 
(SW BIRCH), evaluation metrics is needed. Several internal indices are used 
to make comparisons among three clustering algorithms: SW BIRCH, 
BIRCH, K-means. 

The first interval index is referred to as Silhouette Coefficient. The dataset is 
iris dataset with 150 lines and 4 attributes. B value and threshold value are 
set to 2 and 0.05 respectively.  

 

Clustering	
algorithm	

Number	 of	
clusters	

Dataset	 Evaluation	
metrics	

Metrics	
value	

BIRCH	 2	 Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.686	

BIRCH	 3	 Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.553	

BIRCH	 4	 Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.486	

BIRCH	 5	 Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.483	

BIRCH	 6	 Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.361	
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Table 10 Evaluation performance of BIRCH algorithm using Silhouette 
Coefficient internal index as evaluation metrics  

 

Silhouette Coefficient is a measure to find the appropriate number of clusters 
in order to achieve higher accuracy. A silhouette coefficient close to 1 im-
plies that the number of clusters is appropriate. We can see from table 10 that 
for BIRCH algorithm, the number of clusters equal to 2 has a relatively high-
er accuracy.   

 

Clustering	
algorithm	

Dataset	 Evaluation	
metrics	

Metrics	
value	

Execution	
time	

K-means	 Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.371	 0.260s	

BIRCH	 Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.361	 1.689s	

SW	BIRCH	

(SW	size=3)	

Iris	 Silhouette	
Coefficient	

0.279	 0.623s	

 

Table 11 Evaluation performance of three clustering algorithms (K-means, 
BIRCH, SW BIRCH) using Silhouette Coefficient internal index as evaluation 

metrics (number of clusters is 6) 

 

The second interval index is referred to as Calinski-Harabaz index. The da-
taset is iris dataset with 150 lines and 4 attributes. 

 

Clustering	
algorithm	

Dataset	 Evaluation	 met-
rics	

Metrics	value	
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K-means	 Iris	 Calinski-Harabaz	
index	

474.517	

BIRCH	 Iris	 Calinski-Harabaz	
index	

464.755	

SW	BIRCH	

(SW	size=3)	

Iris	 Calinski-Harabaz	
index	

278.199	

 

Table 12 Evaluation performance of three clustering algorithms (K-means, 
BIRCH, SW BIRCH) using Calinski-Harabaz index as evaluation metrics 

(number of clusters is 6) 

 

5.3 Discussion 
The results of section 5.1 suggest that using different values of B and thresh-
old can affect the performance of SW BIRCH while increasing the size of 
SW. As described, it will be overfitting with constant B attribute while de-
creasing the value of threshold to a small number when SW size is set to 1. 
Even if the number of clusters decreases when the size of SW increases, it is 
still overfitting. The reason is that the number of entries depends on the size 
of SW. Also, the number of lines and attributes of datasets has an impact on 
the execution time. 

Table 11 presents an evaluation performance comparison among K-means, 
BIRCH and SW BIRCH using Silhouette Coefficient internal index with 
respect to metrics value and execution time. In above experiment, K, B and 
threshold are set to 6, 2, 0.05 respectively. K-means has the highest metrics 
value and shortest execution time. The metrics value of SW BIRCH is lower 
than BIRCH, but the execution time of SW BIRCH is shorter than BIRCH. 
The reason behind this performance is the size of SW. As SW size increases, 
the number of entries as inserted data objects will decrease. Thus the execu-
tion time will decrease. But it will generate more clusters. 

In order to verify the performance generated in table 11, another internal in-
dex has been used to do the evaluation. Table 12 shows a performance com-
parison using Calinski-Harabaz index with respect to metrics value alone. 
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For metrics value, from the highest to the lowest are K-means, BIRCH, SW 
BIRCH respectively.  

Current study shows that the SW BIRCH algorithm performance depends not 
only on the threshold and B value, but also on the SW size. It needs more 
investigation to show more results. The SW BIRCH can generate less num-
ber of clusters and require less execution time comparing with BIRCH.  
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6 Conclusion and future work 
This project aims to implementing a sliding window BIRCH algorithm on the 
basis of BIRCH algorithm for handling time series datasets. It also aims to 
demonstrate that if the evaluation performance of sliding window BIRCH 
algorithm is better than those of the existing clustering algorithms. There are 
three steps to accomplish the whole implementation: first, data preprocessing 
including data cleaning and data normalizing; second, implementing BIRCH 
algorithm with sliding window; third, performance evaluation by making 
comparisons among three different clustering algorithms. In general, above 
steps are all carried out successfully and the objects of this project have been 
achieved. 

By using one of PLR methods which is sliding window, the type of inserted 
data objects used in BIRCH algorithm could be matrix or vector which de-
pends on the size of sliding window. With results and performance evalua-
tion, we can see that the efficiency of sliding window BIRCH algorithm has 
improved when comparing with BIRCH algorithm. However, the accuracy is 
not very satisfied or expected. Several internal indices are applied to evaluate 
SW BIRCH algorithm. The evaluation values are all lower than BIRCH algo-
rithm.  

There some new questions arisen due to the evaluation results. It is not a 
novel problem that it is difficult to ensure the threshold value in BIRCH al-
gorithm as well as in SW BIRCH algorithm.  

6.1 Ethics considerations 
All the data or results that project realized are real. There are no fabricated 
data in the project. All the quoted viewpoints are mentioned in the reference 
list. This implementation is a master thesis project, not a practical or com-
mercial product. The project is achieved only for the study research. 

 

6.2 Future work 
Based on the performance evaluation of algorithm, I would like to give some 
views on future work. Basically, time series data mining is not an unknown 
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concept, but it is a comprehensive view of technologies that having a large 
impact on data mining. Since clustering time series data mining is playing an 
essential role in time series data mining area, the most necessary thing for 
researchers is to improve accuracy or efficiency of clustering time series data 
technologies.  

Regarding this project, future work could be carried out in following aspects. 
Employing more different kinds of datasets to test the efficiency of SW 
BIRCH algorithm. This study did not investigate any evaluation metrics to 
evaluate the algorithm, other internal indices could be applied in future work. 
Additionally, this new algorithm could be compared with other clustering 
algorithms except for BIRCH and K-means.  
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Appendix 
Programming code for sliding window of this sliding window BIRCH study 
are presented here. 

Program code for sliding window 
import matplotlib 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import matplotlib.ticker as mticker 

import matplotlib.dates as mdates 

import numpy as np 

from numpy import loadtxt 

import time 

#init 

show_lim=20 

counter=0 

stats=[] #previous/current value 

x=list() 

y1=list() 

y2=list() 

y3=list() 

y4=list() 

#load data from file 

date,td1,td2,td3,td4 = np.loadtxt('KL20.txt', unpack=True, 
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                              delimiter=',', 

                              convert-
ers={0:mdates.strpdate2num('%Y%m%d%H%M%S')}) 

#prepare fiture 

plt.ion()  

fig=plt.figure(figsize=(10,7)) 

ax1=plt.axis([date[counter],date[counter+show_lim],30,60]) 

ax2 = plt.subplot2grid((30,30), (0,0), rowspan=30, colspan=30) 

while True: 

    if counter%show_lim == 0: 

        #show only the current window 

        ax1=plt.axis([date[counter], date[counter+show_lim], 30, 60])     

    #get new value from data stream 

    temp_x=date[counter] 

    temp_y1=td1[counter] 

    #temp_x=date[counter] 

    temp_y2=td2[counter] 

    temp_y3=td3[counter] 

    temp_y4=td4[counter]    

    max_y1=max(td1) 

    min_y1=min(td1) 

    max_y2=max(td2) 

    min_y2=min(td2)    

    #stats[0]=stats[1] 
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    #stats[1]=mean(y) 

    #show and update plot 

    #add to window 

    x.append(temp_x) 

    y1.append(temp_y1) 

    y2.append(temp_y2) 

    y3.append(temp_y3) 

    y4.append(temp_y4) 

    #ax2.plot(date,td1) 

    plt.plot(x,y1,'r') 

    plt.plot(x,y2,'g') 

    plt.plot(x,y3,'b') 

    plt.plot(x,y4,'y') 

    ax2.xaxis.set_major_formatter(mdates.DateFormatter('%Y-%m-
%d %H:%M:%S')) 

    for label in ax2.xaxis.get_ticklabels(): 

        label.set_rotation(15) 

    plt.gca().get_yaxis().get_major_formatter().set_useOffset(False)          

    plt.draw() 

    plt.subplots_adjust(bottom=.23) 

    plt.show() 

    plt.pause(0.0001) 

    counter=counter+1 

    if counter>60: 
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        break 

plt.close() 


